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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f~ be a domain in R n, n > 2, with Lipschitzian boundary 0ft and denote by H 1 = H~(ft, ]~N) 
the Sobolev space of functions z = z(x) defined on f~ with z(x) = 0 for x c 0ft and with the 
norm 
Ilz]] = [Vz(z)]~,,~ dx , 
where 
Vz = (Vz I ,Vz  2 . . . .  ,VzN) ,  VZ i = ~ax l , . . . ,  axn]  , i = 1,2 . . . .  ,N.  (1) 
Let F : ft x R g x •r _~ R, G = (G 1, G2 , . . . ,  G m) : ~t x ~N X ]~r __+ Rm, and (I) : ft x R g x ]~ng X 
]l~ m X ~r  _..+ ~,  N > 1, m > 1, be functions. We consider the optimal control problem 7 ~ with 
performance index 
P 
J(z, u) = / ~(x, z(x), Vz(x), u(x), h(x)) dx (2) 
Ja  
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minimizifig over all solutions z • H 1 of a vector elliptic equation of the form 
Az(x) = VzF(x ,  z(x), h(x)) + VzG(x ,  z(x), h(x))u(x) ,  (3) 
where Az = (Az 1, Az2 , . . . ,  Az  N) denotes the Laplacian, 
c92 z i 02 z i c92 z ~ 
/~z~ - O(xl) - ~  + 0 (x2) 2 + + 0(xn)2, i 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N, (4) 
, . . .  , 
and VzG denotes the N x m matrix with columns 
(5) 
lac  
~TzGJ = \ Oz ~ ' ' ' ' '  OzN / , 
j = 1,2 . . . .  ,m. (6) 
Admissible controls u(.) will be measurable functions which take values in a compact and 
convex set M c R m almost everywhere 
U = {u(.) • L~(12, Rm): u(x) • M a.e.}. (7) 
In the model, h represents a functional parameter. 
Our work addresses the stability analysis of optimal processes for elliptic systems described 
by (2) and (3). Using some direct variational methods, we prove that for any admissible parame- 
ter h, there exists, an optimal solution (z.(h),  u.(h))  of system (2) and (3) and the set of optimal 
processes depends continuously (respectively, semicontinuously) on parameters with respect o 
the weak (respectively, strong) topology in the space of parameters. 
The problem of continuous dependence of solutions on a parameter has a long history. Well- 
known and classical results in this direction are related to the Cauchy-problem both for ordinary 
and partial differential equations. The stability of solutions of a scalar second-order elliptic 
equation with two-point boundary conditions was considered in the 1970s in several papers (see, 
for instance, [1-3] and ~eferences in these papers). The stability of solutions for multidimensional 
Dirichlet problems with parameters was investigated with variational methods in [4] for ordinary 
differential equations and in [5] for partial differential equations. 
In the mathematical programming literature, the stability and sensitivity problem has been 
studied for at least 40 to 50 years. In the last year a "guided tour" on this topic was published by 
Bonnans and Shapiro [6] which gives a review of results and methods in optimization problems 
with perturbations. Results on stability and sensitivity of optimal processes are given in the 
monograph [7] and in the papers [8-12] (see also the survey paper [13] and the references therein). 
Most of the work on optimal control problems with perturbations deal with Lipschitz continuity 
and directional derivatives of optimal processes and values with respect to finite-dimensional 
parameters. In the stability and sensitivity analysis of optimization and optimal control problems, 
concepts like strong second-order sufficient conditions, linear independence of active gradients are 
crucial. In a very general setting of nonlinear evolution equations and differential inclusions, these 
topics are addresses in the extensive monograph [14,15] by Hu and Papageorgiou. 
The literature on stability issues for the optimal control problems of systems given by elliptic 
equations is not very extensive [16-18]. The paper by Casas et al. [18] addresses the Lipschitz 
dependence of the solutions of the elliptic problem on the control, rather than their dependence 
on the parameter. In [16], Malanowski and Sokolowski considered a more specific linear scalar 
elliptic system in IR 2 with boundary control u = u(x 1,x2), a scalar parameter h • (-6,  5) and 
a convex cost functional. The authors proved that the optimal solution and the associated 
Lagrange multipliers are differentiable from the right at h = 0. Bonnans [17] studies a nonlinear 
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scalar equation with a quadratic ost functional and established a continuous dependence of the 
controls on the parameter in the L 2 norm, however, did not address corresponding properties for 
the set of trajectories. The work presented here concerns more general vector elliptic systems and 
establishes stability results, although in a weaker topology, for both controls and trajectories. 
2. FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For k E N let F k : f~ x ]~N ..~ R ,  G k : (Gl 'k , . . .  ,G re'k) : f~ x R N ---* R m, and ~sk • 
[~ X R y X R uN X R rn ~ ~,  N > 1, m > 1, be sequences of functions. Denote by VzG k the N x m 
matrix whose ith column is the gradient of the ith coordinates of G and as above let 
V~Fk = \ Oz~ ' " '  Oz N / " (S) 
We consider the optimal control problems for systems described by a vector elliptic equation 
of the form 
Az(x)  = VzFk(x,  z(x)) + VzGk(z,  z(z))u(x),  (9) 
where Az  = ( Az  1, Az2, . . . , Az  N) denotes the Laplacian, 
02z i 02z ~ 02z i
Az  ~ = O(x~)---- 7 + O(z~)---- ~ +. . .  + O(zn)---- ~ ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, (10) 
with performance index 
Jk(z, U) = ~ ~k(x, z(X), VZ(X), U(X)) dx. 
In scalar notation, the dynamics takes the form 
(11) 
~Z / m Azi(x)  = Fk(x,z(x))  + Z Gs'k(x,z(x))uS(x) 
for i = 1, . . .  ,N  and k -- 0, 1 , . . . .  We label these problems pk. 
In this paper, we investigate when the solutions z. k to problem :pk converge weakly in H~ (f~, ll~ N) 
to a solution z ° of a nominal problem p0 while the optimal controls u. k converge in the weak-*- 
topology in L°°(f~, ]R m) as k --* oo. In this section, we formalize the following technical assump- 
tions. 
(A1) For all k E N, the functions Ck, F k, Gk, VzCk  and VzF  k are measurable with respect 
to x for any (z,u) E R y X M and continuous with respect o (z,u) for, a.e., x E fL  
(A2) For all k E N, there exist constants C > 0 and s E [1, 2n/(n - 2)) if n _> 3, respectively, 
s> l i fn=2suchthat  
[Fk(x,z)t N C(1 + IzlS), 
tV~Fk(x,z)t  <_ C(1 + I z [ ' - l ) ,  
lak(x,z)[ < 6(1 + IzlS), 
Ivzc~(~, z)l < c(1 + Izls-1), 
(12) 
(13) 
for, a.e., x E f~ and all z E ]~N. 
(A3) The functions V~G k and •z Fk, k ;> 1, which define the perturbed system pk are close to 
the functions VzG ° and Vz F° which define the unperturbed system 7 ~° on bounded sets 
in the following sense: for every bounded set A c N n there exists a sequence of functions 
{¢~k}ker~ C LI(f~,R) which converges to 0 in LI(f~,R) as k --* oc such that for, a.e., x e f~ 
and all z E A 
IV~Fk(x,z) - V~F°(x,z) I  <_ ~k(X), 
Iv~ak(z, z) - v~c°(x, z)[ < Zk(x). 
(14) 
(15) 
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(A4) There exists a positive constant b < 1/(2d2(f~)) where d(f~) denotes the diameter of ~2 
and functions fl E L2(f~,R N) and ~ E L I (~,R)  such that for all k E N and, a.e., x E f~, 
all z E R N, and all u E M 
Fk(x, z) + ak(x, z)u > -blzl 2 + (fl(x), z) + 7(x). 
(A5) There exist positive constants C O and C 1 and a function '~ E L I (~,  R) such that for all 
k E N and for, a.e., x E f~, all z E R N, and all u E M 
~(x)  - C o ([zl + IP0 <- [~k( x ,z ,p ,u ) l  -< C (1+ izl ~ + Ipl~). 
(A6) For all k E N the functions ~(x ,z , . ,  .) are convex for, a.e., x E f t  and all z E R N and the 
functional of action corresponding to (9) and (11), 
is convex with respect o z E H 1 for any u E U. 
We recall the definition of the upper limit of sets as we shall be using it in this paper. We say 
that a set 2 C Ho~ (Q, NN) is a weak upper limit of the sequence of sets Z. ~, k = 1, 2 . . . .  iff any 
point 2 E 2 is a cluster point with respect o the weak topology of H I (~,  Rg)  of some sequence 
{~.-a } where z. k E Z. k for k = 1, 2 , . . . .  We will denote the weak upper limit of sets Z. ~, k = 1, 2,. .. 
by (w) lim sup Z. k = 2. Similarly, we understand the weak-*-upper limit of sets U. ~ in L°°(f~, Rm). 
k to z in HI(f~,~ N) implies strong convergence of ~. Also recall that weak convergence of z, - a 
to 2 in L~(ft,R N) and weak convergence of the derivatives Vz, k to V2 in L2(ft, R N) (see [19, 
Appendix A, Theorem A.5]). 
3. STABIL ITY  CONDIT IONS FOR OPT IMAL  PROCESSES 
In this section, we give sufficient conditions for the stability of the optimal solution of prob- 
lem 7 )°. These results are based on the earlier paper [5]. 
For a fixed nonnegative integer k, we denote by Z k x U C H~(~, R N) x L~(l~, R '~) the set of 
admissible processes for system (9), i.e., the set Z k consists of all weak (generalized) solutions 
of (9) which correspond to some admissible control. We have shown in [5, Cor. 3.1] that these sets 
are nonempty and also that there exists an optimal process for each problem 7 )k [5, Theorem 4.1]. 
Denote by Z~ x U. k C Z k x U the set of optimal solutions to the problem T ~k, k E N, so that 
k ~k k Z. k x U. k are nonempty sets. Also denote the optimal value by ink, i.e., mk = d (~., u.) for any 
~k k k c z .  x u . .  
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Conditions (A1)-(A6) are satisfied and the Cost functionals dk(x,u) 
converge to d°(x, u) uniformly on any set B(O, p) x U, where B(O, p) denotes the ball with 
radius p in HI(~,NN).  Then 
(a) (w) l imsup Z. k is a nonempty set contained in Z°; if all Zk. are singletons, i.e., Z. k = {z. k} 
rot k = o, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  then converges to weakly in 
(b) (w) l imsup U~.: is a nonempty set contained in U°. ; if all U~ are singletons, i.e., U~. " = {u. k} 
o in the weak-*-topology in L°°(f~, Rm), for k = 0, 1,2, . . . ,  then uk. converges to u. 
(c) the optimal value mk for problem 7 )k converges to the optimal value mo for problem 7 ~°. 
PROOF. First, we observe that for k fixed the functional of action fk(z, u) given by (16) is convex. 
Thus, any weak solution z~ of equation (9) or (16) which corresponds to some control u(-) E U 
is a minimizer of fk(., u) and conversely. By the Poincare inequality [19] and Assumptions (A2) 
and (A4) it follows that there exist constants C1-C3 such that for any admissible control u(-) E U 
and all k E N, we have 
fk(z ,u)  ~_ (1 -bd2)  "z',2 +C1Hz,l +C '2 (17) 
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and 
fk(0,~) < c 3. (18) 
Since 1/2 - bd 2 > 0 and the constants C1, C2, and C3 do not depend on u and k, we infer 
that there exists a ball B(O,p) C H~(D,N N) such that for all u(.) E U and k = 0, 1,2,. . .  the 
minimizer z~ of functional (16) belongs to B(0, p). Hence, Z k C B(0, p) for all k E N. 
Consequently, also Z. k x U. k C B(0, p) x U for all k E N. Passing, if necessary, to a subsequence 
we may assume that zk. ---* 5 E B(O,p) weakly in H~)(D,N ) and u. k -~ fi E U in the weak-*- 
topology in L~(D, ll~m). We first show that 5 is a. weak solution of system (3) which corresponds 
to fi, i.e., (2, fi) is an admissible process for 7 ~° and so (2, fi) E Z ° x U. By the definition of a 
weak solution and by (11) we have for all ¢ E C~(I~,R N) that 
~ <Vz.k(x), V¢(x)) dx = - L (VzFk  (x, zk.(x)), ¢(x)) dx 
- £ <v~a  (x,z~.(x))~.~(x), ~(~)> dx. 
(19) 
Since z. k ~ ~ weakly in H~(a, RN), we have that Vz. k ~ V~ weakly in L2(fl, l~g), and hence, 
L <Vzk(x), V¢(x)> dx ---* ~ {V2(x), V¢(x)) dx. (20) 
Let 5 be an arbitrary positive number. Combining Luzin's and Egorov's theorems, we can find 
a set E C ~ with meas(E) < 5 such that the set ~ - E is compact, 2(.) is continuous on ~2 - E 
and zk(x) converges to 5(x) uniformly on ~ - E. In particular, 2(.) is bounded on ~ - E, and 
thus, there exists a bounded set A C ]~N such that 2(x) and zk(x) belong to A for x c ~ - E 
and k sufficiently large.' We now have for some positive constant C' 
Ik = L (VzFk (x, zk.(x)) -- VzF°(x, 2(x)), ¢(x)> dx 
_< 5£ lYrE ~ (x,z.%)) - V~F 0 (x,z~.(x))l ~ 
-E 
+ C '~-E  IVzF° (x, zk.(x)) -- V~F°(z, 5(x)) I dx 
+ c £ [v~F ~ (x,z~.(x)) - VzF 0 (x, z.%)) I ~ 
+ CfE lYrE ° (x,z~,(x)) - V~F°(x,Z(x))I dx 
=¢+I I+ I~+z2.  
(21) 
By Assumption (A3), for every ¢ > 0 there exists a positive integer K such that for any k > K 
Ikl <- C fn-E Zk(z)dz < e. (22) 
k tends to ~ uniformly on ~ - E. Thus, We know that z. 
VzF ° (x, zk.(x)) ---. VzF ° (x, 5(x)) (23) 
pointwise on ~ - E. By Assumption (A2) 
IVzF ° (x, zk.(x))l < C (1+ Iz,k(x)I s - l )  <_ D (24) 
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for some D > 0 and x E f l  - E, a.e. 
I~ < ¢ for sufficiently large k. Next, 
Ik ~ fE 2~'I (I + [zk,(x)[ s-l) dx 
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Applying the bounded convergence theorem, we infer that 
Similarly, 
mo = jo (zO,u o) <_ jo (z~.,u~.) <_ j~ (z~.,~.) + ~ = ,,~ + ~. 
This implies that m k --+ m °, if k --4 oc. 
k tends to 2 in Ls(•,RN). This implies for some e I > 0. By the Sobolev embedding theorem z. 
that some subsequence of {z. k} (without loss of generality take z. k) tends to 5 pointwise and there 
exists a E LS - l (~ ,R  +) such that [z.k(x)l <_ a(x), a.e. Thus, for a sufficiently small 6, we get 
I,~ <_ fE 2C2 (1 + ]~(x)[ '~-1) dx <_ ~. 
Similarly, I~ < ¢ if meas(E) is small. Combining these estimates for sufficiently large k, we get 
that I k <_ 4¢, i.e., I k is arbitrarily small. 
Furthermore, we have 
[k = .fo <VzGk (x' zk* (x) )uk*(x) -- VzG°(x' 5(x))~(x), ¢(x)> dx 
< £ <vza°(x, ~(x)) (u.k(x) - ~(x)), ¢(x)> dx (26) 
+ .L L<Vzak (x, z.~(x)) - vza  ° (x, ~(x)) u.~(x), ¢(~)>[ d~ 
k ~ e U in the weak-*-topology in Le°(~,R m) for sufficiently large k tile integral [1 k is Since u. 
arbitrarily small. It is easy to see that for some C3 :> 0 
I~ < (~a ~ [VzGk (x, zk.(x)) _ VzGO(x,5(x))l dx. 
By a similar argument ,as in the case of the integral I k in (21), we can show that [~ is arbitrarily 
small for large k. Consequently, /~k tends to zero when k --* oc. Taking into account (19)-(21) 
and (26), we thus get 
(27) P 
- Jn <vza°(x' ~(x))~(x), ¢(~)> d~. 
Thus, 5 is a weak solution of (3) which corresponds to the control fi, i.e., the process (z:,~2) is 
admissible for problem 7 >°. Hence, (2, fi) c Z ° x U. 
By assumption Jk(z, u) tends to J°(z, u) uniformly on B(O, p) x U where B(0, p) C H01 (f/, N N) 
is a ball such that Z k C B(0, p) for k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  Thus, for any e > 0 and sufficiently large k 
k k jk 0 0 jo o o ,,~k = J~ (z . ,u . )  < (z . ,u . )  < (z . ,u . )  +~ = m° + ~. 
(25) 
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It  remains to show that (~, fi) is optimal. Suppose to the contrary that (2, ~) does not belong 
to Z ° x U. °. Since this set is nonempty, there exists a process (z °, u °) which is optimal for 
problem p0. This implies that 
We have 
jo(5,~ ) _ jo (z~,u~) =a>O.  (28) 
(zO m k _mO = jk  (Z.,U.) - jo 
= (zLu ,) jo - ( z . ,u . ) )+( J ° (z . ,u . ) - J ° ( f ,~t ) )+c~.  
Above we showed that m k ~ ?n 0. The second assumption of our theorem implies that the 
component in the first bracket ends to zero as k -~ oc. Thus, we have shown that the sequence 
~k ~. --~ 5 weakly in H(}(ft, R N) and u. k --+ fi weakly in Ll(f~,~m). Since the functional j0 is 
convex with respect o (Vz, u) and continuous with respect o (z, Vz, u), Assumption (Ah) and 
Theorem 1 in [20] imply that j0 is lower semicontinuous with respect o the weak topology in 
(Vz,u)  and the strong topology (L l - topology)  in Z. Thus, the second term tends to some 
nonnegative number as k ~ oo. This contradicts inequality (28). Hence, (2, fi) • Z ° x U. °, i.e., 
This completes the proof. 
(29) 
II 
(w) lira sup Z. k C Z °, (w) lira sup U. k C U °. 
4. FORMULAT ION OF THE GENERAL 
PARAMETERIZED PROBLEM 
Next, we consider the case when the control system and the performance index depend on 
some functional parameter h. Let P C R ~ be a fixed set and q _> 1. We denote by H~ the class 
of admissible perturbations of the form 
H q --= {h( ' )  • Lq(~,Rr): h(x) • P,a.e.}. (30) 
Let 9 r : f~xR N x R t - *R ,  G : f~xR N xR  ~- -*R  "~,and • : f~xR g xR  ~g x]~m x~"  ~{.  
We consider the following optimal control problem ph: given a fixed h(.) • H~, minimize the 
performance index 
J ( z ,  u, It) : y~ 9(x, z(x), Vz(x), u(x), h(x)) dx (31) 
over all z(.) • H~(f~,~ N) which satisfy 
~z(x) = vS(x ,  z(x), h(x)) + v~(x ,  z(x), h(x))~(x), (32) 
for some admissible control u • U. We assume the following. 
(B1) The functions ~, 5 r, G, Vz9 r, and V~O are measurable with respect o x for all (z, u, h) 
and continuous with respect o (z, u, h) • ]l~ g × M x P for, a.e., x • ~. 
(B2) There exist constants C > 0 and s • [1, 2n/(n - 2)) if n > 3, respectively, s > 1 if n = 2 
such that for, a.e., x • f~, all z • ]~g and h • P 
l i~(x,z,h)l < C(1 + Izl~), IG(x,z)l < C(1 + [zl'~), (33) 
[Vz.T'(x, z)l _< C (I + [zl~-1), IV:G(x, z)l _< C (1 + Iz]S-'). (34) 
(B3) For any bounded set A C R N, there exists an L > 0 such that for, a.e., x e fL  all z e R N 
and hi, h2 E P 
IVz.,T'(x, z, h i )  - Vz.T'(x, z, h2)l  ~ Llhl - h21, (35) 
IVzG(x, z, hi) - V~6(x, z, h2)l <_ Lilt1 - h21. (36) 
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(B4) There exists a constant b, 0 < b < 1/(2d2(f~)), with d(~t) denoting the diameter of f~, 
functions/3 E L2(~,RN), and ~, E L~(~t,R) such that for, a.e., x Ef] ,  all z E RN, u E M, 
and h E P, we have 
J:(x, z, h) + G(x, z, h)u >_ -bizl  2 + (13(x), z) + 7(x). 
(B5) There exist positive constants Co and C 1 and a function ¢ E LI(~t,R) such that for, a.e., 
x E f~, all z E RN, all u E M, and h E P, we have 
¢(x) - C O (Izl + IP] + Ihl) ~ ~(x ,z ,p ,u ,h )  < C (1 + [zl s + [p[2 + ihlq), 
where the exponent s is defined as in (B2). 
(B6) The function ~(x ,z , . , . ,h )  is convex for, a.e., x E f~, all z E I~ N and h E P and the 
functional of action corresponding to (32) and (31) given by 
7-l(z,u,h) = ~ ( l i vz (x ) ]2  + J : (x ,z (x ) ,h (x ) )  + (G(x ,z (x ) ,h (x ) ) ,u (x ) ) )  dx (37) 
(BT) 
is convex with respect o z E H01(~,IR N) for any u E M and h E H~. 
(a) If q = cx~, we assume that ~ is locally Lipschitz in h, i.e., for any h0 E P and E > 0 
there exists an L > 0 such that for any hi,h2 E P, Ihl - h0] < ~ and Ih2 - hol < ¢, 
we have 
[~ (x, z,p, u, hi) - • (x, z,p, u, h2)l <_ L (1 + [z[ 2 + [p[2) [hi - -  h2[ 
for, a.e., x E f~, z E R N, p E ~Nn, and u E M. 
(b) If q E [1, cx~), we assume that there exists a constant D > 0 such that 
I~(x ,z ,p ,u ,h) [  <_ D(1 + ]zl s + ]pl 2 + ]hi q) 
fo r ,  a.e., x C ~, z E R N, p E RNn u C M,  and h E P. 
REMARK. It is well known that the set of weak solutions of (32) coincides with the set of min- 
imizers of the functional of action (37) if the functional of action 7-/ is convex. Furthermore, 
system (32) has a unique solution if 7-/is strictly convex. 
Let {hk}keN C H a be a sequence of admissible parameters. We let 
Fk(x,  z(x))  = jz (x, z(x),  hk(x))  , 
ck(x ,  z(x))  = (x, , 
• k(x, z(x),  p(x), u(x))  = • (x, z (x) ,p(x) ,  u(x), hk(x) ) .  
Using the above notation, we denote the set of admissible processes for system (37) by Z(h  k) × 
U(h k) and the set of optimal processes for the optimal control problem •h with h = h k by 
( Z . (  h k) × U,( hk ) ). The sequence m k = rn( h k) denotes the optimal values as defined previously 
for problem pk. We prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose Assumptions (B1)-(B7) hold. I f  the function • is a polynomial with 
respect to u, i.e., 
• (x, z,;,  u, h) = • a'(x, z,;,  h)u 
i=0  
where ai ( x, z, p, h) : l~ n x R g x IR gn x R ~ ~ R rni, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and the sequence of parameters 
hk(.) E H~ tends to h°(,) E Hap in Lq(~,R~),  q e [1,c~), then the sets of optimal processes 
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Z. k x U. a = Z. (h a) x U. (h a) and the sequence of optimal values m a = m(h k) satisfy Conditions (a)- 
(e) of Theorem 3.1. 
PROOF. First, we prove that the sequence Ja(z, u) = J (z ,  u, h a) tends to J°(z, u) -- J ( z ,  u, h °) 
uniformly on B(O,p) x U C H~(f~,R N) x Lc~(fl, R TM) for any p > 0 provided h a tends to h ° in 
Lq(f~,Rr). Suppose jk  does not tend to j0 uniformly on B(O,r) for some r > 0. Then there 
exists an a > 0 and sequences {zk}a~N C B(0, r) and {'ua}~e C U such that 
_ j0  : IJ (~-~',u'a, ha) - J (za ~.,1~o)1 > ~,. (38) 
By the Sobolev embedding theorem and, if necessary, passing to a subsequence we may assume 
that z a -~ 5 in L~(fLR N) and Vz a ~ VT: in L2(f~,RN). Hence, we have 
I :  (za, u~, h~) - s (~k, ~a, h°) I _< i=~o/n [ai(x, za(x),Vzk(x),ha(x)) (ua(x))'i 
-a ~ (x, z%'), Wa(x), h°(~)) (~a(x))~ d~ 
g 
< ~ £ la ~ (x, ~(x), Vza(x), h~(x)) 
i=0  
-a  ~ (x, ~(x), w(x ) ,  h°(~))l (~a(x))~ 
+ £ la ~ (x, ~(x), W(x), h°(x)) 
dx 
-~' (:~,~k(:~),Vz~(x),h°(:~'))l (~k(x))~ d~. 
(39) 
Since uk(x) belongs to the compact set M, we have I(ua(x)) i] < C for, a.e., x E f~ and some C > 0. 
By Assumption (B7) and Krasnosielski's theorem on the continuity of the Nemytski-operator, 
each of these integrals tends to zero as ha(.) ~ h°(-) in Lq(f~, Nr), Vza(.) ~ V2(.) in L2(f~, Nr), 
and zk(.) ~ 5(.) in LS(f~, RN). This contradicts (38). Hence, the sequence Ja(z, u) = J (z ,  u, h a) 
tends to J°(z, u) = J (z ,  u, h °) uniformly on B(0, p) x U C H~(fL R N) x L~( fL  R m) for any p > 0 
provided h k tends to h ° in Lq(~,IR~). This proves that problem ph with a cost functional in the 
form of a polynomial with respect o control u satisfies the second assumption of Theorem 3.1. 
Since system (32) satisfies Assumption (B3) taking hi = ha(x) and h2 = h°(x) in (B3), we 
obtain 
]V~Fa(x, z) - V~F°(x, z)l _< ]V:~- (x, z,  ha(x ) )  - Vz)- (x, z,/t°(x))] 
< n Ihk(x) - h°(x)l 
and 
Ivzaa(x,  z) - v~a°(x,  z) r < Ivz~ (x, z, ha(x)) - vz~ (x, z, h°(x)) t 
<_ n ]ha(x)  - h°(x)I. 
Thus, we see that (B3) implies (A3) with ilk(x) = L]hk(x) - h°(x)l. It is easy to see that the 
other Assumptions (A1)-(A6) directly follow fl'om (B1)-(BT). Applying Theorem 3.1 completes 
the proof. I 
Next, we consider the case when the sequence of parameters ha(.) converges to h°(-) in 
L°C(f~,NLr). In this case, we need not assume that the cost functional is polynomial in the 
control. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the optimal control system ~oh given by (31),(32) satisfies Assump- 
tions (B1)-(B7) and the sequence of parameters hk(.) E H~ tends to h°(.) E H~ in L°¢(~, Rr). 
Then the sets of optimal processes Zk. x Uk. = Z.(h k) x U.(h k) and the sequence of optimal values 
m k = m(h k) satisfy Conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.1. 
PROOF. Using (B7)(a) and the Poincare inequality, we obtain 
Ljk(z, ~) -  j0(z, u)L = [ j  (z, u, h k) - j (z, u, ~°) k 
< .Io I~ (x, z(x), Vz(x), u(x), h~(x)) - • (~, z(x), Vz(~), u(x), h°(~)) [ d~ 
< D1 (1 + Ilzl?)]lh ~ - h°]l~ 
<_ DI (1 + ~:)IIh ~ - h°l l~ 
for some D1 > 0 and all z E B(O,r) and u c U. Hence, Ja(z,u) --* J°(z,u) uniformly on 
B(0, r) × U for any r > 0 provided h k tends to h ° in L~(gt, Rr). Similarly as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we can show that (B3) implies (A3) with Za(x) = Llhk(x) - h°(x)[. Applying 
Theorem 3.1, we conclude the proof of our theorem. | 
REMARK. In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have proven that the set-valued mapping 
h e Lq(~t,R r) --* Z.(h) x U.(h) C H~ (~'~,R N) × n ~ (~,R m) 
is well defined and upper semicontinuous with respect o the norm topology in L~(I~,R~), the 
weak topology in H~(~,RN), and the weak-*_topology in L~(ft ,~m).  If Z.(h) and U.(h) are 
singletons, i.e., Z.(h) = {z.(h)} and U.(h) = {u.(h)}, then z.(h) -~ z.(h °) weakly in H~(~t,R N) 
and u.(h) ---* u.(h °) weakly* in LC~(~,]~ m)provided h --~ h ° in nq(~,Rr), q C [1, oo). Moreover, 
the mapping h E Lq(~t,R r) -~ re(h) E R is continuous. 
EXAMPLE. We consider the control system given by the equation 
415 Az(x)  + z(x) - ~z3(x) -- Ilxll~ + ~ + ~exp (x ~ + x 2) + u(z),  (40) 
where  x = (x 1, x 2) e ~-~ z {x e ][~2 : l]x[12 = V/(xl)2 .~_ (x2)2 _~ 1/4},  u(:/:) e [ -1 ,  1], z(.) • 
H~ (12, l~), h = (a, ~) e R 2, 0 < a < 1, 0 _< ;3 < 1, and the performance index is of the form 
J (z ,  u, h) =/~ [(z(x) - d(x)) 2 + az6(x) + ~u2(x) + 3z4(x)u4(x)] dx (41) 
with d(x) = 3(Hx[[ ~ - 1/16) + 8. The functional of action for system (40) is given by 
~(z ,u ,h )  = ~ [1,Vz(x)[2- lz '2(x)+ 4~z4(x)+e(x)z (x )+ z(x)u(x)] dx (42) 
with e(x) = IIxH22 + 415/16 + aexp(x 1 + x2). 
Problem (40),(41) is a particular case of the general problem 7 )h with 
~(x,z ,h)  = -2z2  T lo~z4 + e(x)z, 
6(z, z, h) = z, 
• (x, z,p, u, h) = (z - d(x)) 2 + az 6 + ~u 2 + Zz4u 4. 
It is not difficult o verify that Assumptions (B1)-(B7) are satisfied for this optimal control system 
wi ths=6,  q= 1, N= 1, n---2, M= [ -1 ,1 ] ,Q= {(c~,]~) •R  2, 0<c~ < 1, 0_<~ < 1}, and 
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some positive constants L and C. Moreover, functional (42) is strictly convex on H01 (~, R) for all 
u and h. Thus, for any control u there exists a unique solution z E H01 (~, R) of equation (40) and 
the set of optimal solutions Z.(h) x U.(h) of problem (40),(41) is not empty for any h -- (~, fl). 
But it seems rather impossible to actually find an optimal process (z . (h) ,  u . (h) )  if (~ > 0 and 
> 0. In the l imit ing case, when a = 0 and fl -- 0, this system takes the simple form 
Az(x)  + z(x)  = Ilxll 2 + 4 15 
16 ÷ u(x),  




where u(x)  E [ -1,  1]. By Theorem 4.1 the optimal control problem (43) and (44) has at least 
one solution. Applying the local maximum principle [21, formula (2.10)], we can show that  
0 -1  and the problem (43),(44) has exactly one solution, namely the optimal control is u. = 
corresponding optimal trajectory z°(.) c H i is given by z°.(x) = Ilxll~ - 1/16. Let C~k > 0, flk > 0 
be some sequences which converge to (0, 0) and let k k (z., u . )  be an optimal process corresponding 
to the parameter (ak,f lk) .  In general, we are not able to find (z. k, u.  k) but Theorem 4.1 states 
_ k tends that  z. k tends to z. ° in LS(12, R), with any s > 1, Vz.  k ~ ~Tz ° weakly in L2(fl, R 2) and u.
to u°(x)  -- -1  in the weak-*-topology in L~(~,R) .  This implies that  u.k(-) -~ u.°(.) weakly in 
any LP(~,  R) with p E [1, co). 
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